
ILLEGALIZATION OF DRUGS IN COLUMBIA DAY 2 

The Columbian drug war has been raging across the country for years and there seems be hardly 

any way to stop it due to the chain reaction it will cause to the country but amidst of all these 

conflict, 2 new faction suddenly popped out of nowhere could this 2 faction help Colombia and 

the US against the drug cartels? Today the associated press will gather information about this 

in  the HCC community in their First MUN held in Indonesia. The HCC delegates start off with 

the GLSC speech. Hugo Martinez started his speech by saying that the current state of 

Colombia is messy and that the transport of drugs to America 

has not been resolved yet, he hopes that the DEA will take it 

seriously. In this period, There were two other factions 

represented by the chairman in this period they’re called the 

Los Pepes which strongly opposes Pablo Escobar, and the 

Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias or shortly known as the 

FARC  which right now in the current state they are still 

having military conflict with the Colombian Government 

and the problem is that they’re winning and could very well 

invade Colombia itself if the conflict still rages on. While the Los pepes won’t do much harm 

to the Medellin cartel they still could pose a threat to the government because they could injure 

citizens to get to their goal of killing Pablo Escobar.  

The FARC explained that they would back down if the Colombian Government agrees to their 

term of agreement. Their sets of agreements are that the Colombian Government must pay 

them at least 100 million dollars, immunity from the 

government and to be an official political party which 

means they could be elected as president. Its been one 

year and the Colombian government soldiers are being 

depleted time by time, while the Colombian government  

haven’t decided on what to do. So the FARC decided to 

remind them again and gave them a time of one week to 

decide before they invade Colombia. One week passed 

and the decision was made the Colombian Government 

to pay the FARC only $60 million they are granted 

immunity from the Colombian government and are now 

an official political party which means that the head of FARC could be voted as the President 

of Colombia. In this period the Colombian government and the US government decided to 

work with the Los Pepes and the term of agreement between those two states are that all the 

gun and resources of Los Pepes will be supplied by the US and Colombian Government, no 

citizens are to be injured and harmed from the Los Pepes and that  the Los pepes could hunt 

Pablo Escobar using any method they want. Los Pepes will also not be responsible for any 

infrastructure damage they cause so with that begins the collaboration of Los pepes and the 

Colombian government to try to eliminate the Medellin cartel and probably wipe other drug 

cartels from Colombia. 

With problems from both factions solved, Colombia now focuses on their election, there are 

two candidates in the election they are the head of FARC and Luisi 

Galan. Another debate was held on who is better to be the president. 

Most of the delegate clarify that Luis is better of to be the president 

because on how he had great relations with the US and how having 

the US as close allies and lending their technology and manpower to 

the Colombian government could help them to eliminate drugs cartels 



from Colombia. While some delegates supported the FARC candidate because of how powerful 

the FARC could be and that they are one of the low class political parties there so they have 

the full support from the lower class of the Colombian citizens. And that marks the end of the 

first session of HCC in day 2 of MUN competition. 

 


